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un, frolic and gallons of
draught beer best
describes CINO DAY 1978.
As in the past, Coastal's Busi-
ness Club supplied the hops
and barley, while the Physical
Education Majors organized
the athletic activities for the
day. Campus Union was the
overseer of the entire day,
including the Mission Moun-
tain Wood Band concert which
was held at the Electric Circus.
In keeping with tradition,
CINO DAY 1978 was modeled
after the television game show,
"Almost anything goes." The
athletic events included the
old cheek-to-cheek lifesaver
pass, and other activities,
including the infamous tug-of-
war.
In the end, Coastal saw its
new crop of frosh become vic-
torious over the upperclass-
men. After one long day,
everyone went to the Electric
Circus to enjoy the bluegrass
sound of the Mission Moun-
tain Wood Band. Following the
concert, the only thing stu-
dents could look forward to
was classes — and you can bet
how everyone felt about that.
At Cino Day, the seniors did not quite have the strength to win.
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On a warm spring afternoon in
May, Coastal Carolina College
bid farewell to 111 students. Of the
total, there were 31 Bachelor of Arts
degrees and 43 Bachelor of Science
degrees granted. A large number (18)
received the interdisciplinary
Bachelor of General Studies degree,
while 19 Coastal graduates were
awarded the Associates Degree in
Technical Nursing.
Graduation 1978 was highlighted
by a show of appreciation to
Coastal's long-time friend and
benefactor, William Anthony Kimbel
Kimbel received an honorary Doctor
of Humane Letters degree "in
recognition of his friendship" to
Coastal.
Guest speaker was Representative
John jenrette. He stressed the
importance of a college education in
our society. Still, Jenerette explained,
Coastal graduates must be cognizant
of the fact that a college diploma is
not a ready-made guarantee of
success.
Kimbel Gymnasium was filled with
relatives, friends, and well-wishers of
the graduating students. After the
ceremonies, the students and their
relatives were treated to a reception
in the lobby of the old Student Union
Building.
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Another form to fill out.
Sometimes you just have to sit and wait.
16
Registration Booms!
"My gosh!" exclaimed many
Coastal administrators as they saw
enrollment at Coastal increase
between 6 and 12 percent in Fall
1978. As the Chanticleer reported on
September 5, 1978, "Marsh Myers,
Director of Admissions and Registra-
tion, said a five-year growth plan for
the college had projected enrollment
for the current (fall 1978) semester at
1700, but actual enrollment for the
semester should be as high as 1800
students." (Enrollment in fall 1978
was just over 1600).
Coastal saw approximately 600 new
frosh on campus — of which 250 par-
ticipated in summer orientation.
Many of these participated in the
Computer Assisted Registration
which sought to alleviate the "barn-
style" lines at regular registration.
Myers attributed the increase to
the "number of women with school-
age children who are now attending
classes at Coastal. Also, the number
of retired or 'senior' citizens has
increased as more people take
advantage of the no tuition policy for
those of retirement age." Most stu-
dents (75 percent) come from the
Coastal Carolina surrounding area,
but also Coastal's foreign student
program facilitated an international
student body.
_
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Tim Meacham
President
*'*
-^
Bob Vipperman
Vice-President
Linda Smith
Secretary
Susan Cox
Treasurer
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SGA
ECTIONS
he Student Government Associa-
n spring elections saw Tim Meac-
m, a political science/history
ijor get the nod for the top job of
?sident. Bob Vipperman, a marine
ence major, ascended to the Vice-
estdency. Linda Smith, a biology
ijor and Susan Cox, an industrial
ychology major, received the posi-
>ns of Secretary and Treasurer
>pectively.
In the fall class elections Patrice
yd, SGA Secretary during the 1977-
year, took over the position of
nior class president. Derek Blanton
d Patty Wiand defeated Sally Har-
r and David Lloyd for the two Sen-
- class representatives. The Junior
ass saw a hotly contested race
tween Donn Williamson and Deb-
i Stanley for president, with Wil-
mson coming out on top. Write-in
ndidate Monroe Thomas joined
iry James in the Junior class repre-
ntative seats. In the Sophomore
ass, a political newcomer, Jeff
wis, edged out Freshman repre-
ntative Norm Evans for the presi-
ncy. (Evans was later appointed by
]A President Meacham to fill the
cant position of Sophomore class
presentative.) Foster Fowler, Sigma
li Epsilon president, was the man
at took the other sophomore class
presentative spot. Danny MacD-
lald was elected as president of the
eshman class, while Tony Ivey was
e freshman's choice for representa-
The College Center Opens
20
While students were out for the
semester break, Coastal Carolina
moved into its new building, the Col-
lege Center, four months late.
The Coastal Carolina College Cen-
ter was originally scheduled to open
September 1, but bad weather and
construction delays held up the
opening for a full semester.
The campus bookstore opened on
February 1.
The College Center is the hub of
student activities and student ser-
vices. Campus Union, under the
direction of student union coordina-
tor Simon Spain, handled the dances,
entertainment and various other
forms of student activities.
Explaining the importance of the
Center to college life, Dean of Stu-
dent Development, Robert Squatrig-
lia, said, "The principal mission of
student development is the enhance-
ment of growth and development of
the whole person." He said goals of
the college unit include providing
programs and services designed to
further intellectual, emotional, social,
and physical development of all stu-
dents.
Al Poston is the Director of the
College Center.
»
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From togas to three-piece suits,
Coastal Carolina decorated the night-
life in fashion. With the assistance of
a little disco music and kegs of beer
(not necessarily in order of impor-
tance), Coastal students rarely spent
their Friday and Saturday nights
watching the idiot box.
Perhaps it all began as Coastal
became infatuated with the "Animal
House" craze and a toga party was
held at Lanny Ard's house. Disco/
beer-busts were held monthly —
usually sponsored by Campus Union.
The big events included the Hallow-
een Dance (where everyone dressed
to live out their fantasies) and the
Winter Formal (where everyone
attempted to be "respectable"). As
most of us know though — what we
do Saturday night, we pay for Sunday
morning. If 1978-79 was the year of
the blow-out, it was also the year of
the infamous hangover.
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COASTAL
CAROLINA
TUE CAR FORMS DUE
HALLOWEEN BALL
LANDMARK 8!00
WITH SUGARCREEK
$1 IN COSTUME
$3 WITHOUT
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IT'S SATURDAY NIGHT
27
ENTERTAINMENT
"ENTERTAIN-
MENT"
Campus Union exploded with events this
year. Their many coffeehouses, including such
performances given by Johnny Hilton, Erin
Isaac, and Mike Cross, proved to be successful.
The Atlanta Contemporary Dance Company and
Toad the Mime enabled the fine arts to be well
received by the school and community. Allman
brother Butch Trucks brought his country rock
flavor to Coastal early in the year. Symbol 8 and
Sugarcreek made the dances highly entertain-
ing, as disco strengthened with the help of
Charlie Brown and Disco Gary.
The Lady's Not for Burning
was written by Christopher
Fry, directed by CYNTHIA
HODELL, Stage manager was DAVID
JOHNSON and was assisted by DON
BINDNER. Superb costumes were
designed and built by DONNA CAT-
TON. This production was highly
publicized and tremendously suc-
cessful, packing the house for three
of the five performances! The Lady\
Not for Burning, a delightful comedy
written in witty and flowery verse, is
set in Medieval England. The serpen-
tine plot features a romance between
a discharged, malevalent soldier who
demands to be hanged (J, MALONE
TAYLOR) and an innocent but reclu-
sive maiden who is accused of witch-
craft (BETH MAHER). Other comic
characters include two competitive
and awkwardly amorous brothers
(DON GAMBLE and MICHAEL
TOLAN); their ruffled-hen mother
(PAT FLOYD); the bumbling mayor
(BRIAN MAXWELL) and his cohorts, a
dottering judge (LYNN MARLOWE)
and a preacher enamored of his vio-
lin (ALLAN KUJALA); a blossoming
former nun and her romantic prey
(KELLY RUSSELL and JACK GARD-
NER); and the clownish town drunk
(DONNA CATTON).
c*
Fantasy Follies was created
and directed by DON BIND-
NER, BETH MAHER and
BUZZ MARTIN. The cast included:
JIM ALFORD, DON BINDNER, JACK
GARDNER, DAVID JOHNSON, BETH
MAHER, LYNN MARLOWE, DAVID
PADDOCK, DOUG ROSS, KELLY
RUSSELL, TERESA STEELE, J. MALONE
TAYLOR, and MICHAEL TOLAN. On
the occasion of the annual Upstage
Company Halloween bash, these
energetic people put together a
bizarre and exciting series of skits
and musical numbers. An evening to
remember!
31
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The Shadow Box was writtenby MICHAEL CRISTOFER,
directed by BRUCE YOUNG
and the stage was managed by LYON
SEIPLE. This play, a Tony Award and
Pulitzer Prize winner, concerns the
effect of approaching death on the
dying and those close to them. The
play is set in three cabins at a "hos-
pice," an informal retreat-like facility
established especially for the termi-
nally ill or very aged. In each cabin
the dying and their loved ones work
through the various stages of accept-
ing death. Intermittently, the patients
explore their feelings with an inter-
viewer. This production was very
well received by audiences and crit-
ics alike.
CAST
INTERVIEWER BUZZ MARTIN
Joe J. MALONE TAYLOR
Steve DOUG ROSS
Maggie JOYCE THOMAS
Brian FREDERICK LASAYGUES
Mark GEORGE MARSHALL
Beverly ELAINE YOUNG
Felicity MARCY FEATHERSTUN
Angus TONYA SPIRES
International Day '78
Kk egs of beer and tubs of sauer-
kraut were served as students, fac-
ulty, and Horry Countyites all
enjoyed the International Day festivi-
ties last fall. The award-winning film,
"The Magic Flute" was presented in
both the afternoon and evening.
Those participating in the evening
were given a treat when Santi Jimon-
konkul, a foreign exchange student
from Thailand, displayed the "art" of
martial arts. Efforts were made to
raise money for the Coastal Counsel
of Internationals (the organization
which sponsors the foreign student
program at Coastal) through a lottery.
Various prizes were donated by local
businesses. In addition, paintings
done by foreign exchange students
were on sale for prospective buyers.
34
//Deanie Weenie Day//
"Deanie Weenie Day" consists of
several pounds of Oscar Mayer hot
dogs along with a few professional
educators. "Deanie Weenie Day" is
sponsored every year by the Sokratic
Club. Here students, professors, and
administrators alike join together to
chow down on that exotic dish
known as hot dogs and potato chips.
Unfortunately for those students
who had one hot dog too many,
Pepto Bismol was not provided. After
all, relish doesn't taste so good the
second time around.
35
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Special
Olympics
Over 700 mentally handicapped
youngsters from three counties par-
ticipated in Horry County's fourth
annual Special Olympics at Coastal
on April 14.
Participants from Horry, George-
town, and Marion counties com-
peted in five events: the 50 yard dash,
the 220, the softball throw, the stand-
ing long jump and wheelchair races.
The sponsors were: Horry County
Department of Education, the Horry
County Association for Retarded Citi-
zens and Coastal Carolina College.
Many Coastal organizations and
individuals voluntee red their ser-
vices.
But the person who puts it
together and handles the events is
Walt Hambrick, Coastal's Athletic
Director. Hambrick has been
involved in the Special Olympics
since the very first one. It was started
by the Joseph P. Kennedy family in
1968.
Opening ceremonies started at 9
AM at the stadium. The official
Olympic flag was raised and the
Olympic torch was lit. Mary Jean Bax-
ley is the coordinator.
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1978 IN REVIEW
In 1978, "It" Happened.
In 1978, the United States decided to give a small canal to a Latin
American country by the year 2000. In 1978, Aldo Moro, an Italian
statesman, was brutally murdered by the Italian Terrorist organiza-
tion, The Red Brigade. The "New Deal" philosophy of government
was put on the critical list as numerous social programs were "cut
back" in order to roll back property taxes. Yes, Howard Jarvis, leader
of the Proposition 13 movement, captured the imaginations of the
American public. Americans developed a "me first" syndrome —
dampening the hopes of many progressive politicians. The man from
Plains, Georgia, President Jimmy Carter, struggled to rebuild the
shrinking American dollar and his popularity. With the latter, he was
at least temporarily successful. The major boost for Carter was in
September of 1978. At Camp David, U.S. President Carter, Israeli
Prime Minister Begin, and Egyptian President Sadat agreed on a
"framework for Peace" as a solution to the 2000 year
old problem — the middle east. 1978 was a year
where the "great ones" bid us farewell. Senator
Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.), a man who always
wore a progressive suit politically, lost
a hopeless struggle with cancer. For-
mer Zionist Prime Minister Golda Meir was removed
by the grim reaper. Illustrator Norman Rockwell,
who, for so many years put "America" on canvas,
died at the age of 84. The Vatican wel-
comed the first non-Italian pope since
| 1522 with the indoctrination of Pope
John Paul II, a Pole. John Paul II had
replaced Pope John Paul I after the lat-
38
ter had died following a short reign of only 33 days.
Pope John Paul I took over as head of the Catholic
Church following the death of Pope Paul VI. In any
event, the church retained its stand on human rights,
celibacy, and birth control. In the world of sports,
Muhammed Ali, the "Poet of the Gladiators",
defeated Leon Spinks to regain the title as the World's
Heavy Weight Champion. The "Soap Opera Boys",
the New York Yankees, took the Los Angeles Dodgers
in six games of the World Series to remain as "the
'm ' : *****
king of the diamond." In 1978 clergymen and physi-
cians alike observed the birth of the first test-tube
baby with mixed emotions. According to comedian Steve Martin, a
visit to the tomb of "King Tut" was considered chic. An old Familiar
face was seen in Kentucky, France, and England as ex-President
Richard Nixon tried step-by-step to assume the title
of the elder statesman. The international community
received a shock when it heard of the mass suicides
in Jonestown, Guyana. The suicides
followed the shooting death of U.S.
Congressman Leo Ryan. Total dead
numbered close to a thousand. In many ways, 1978
was a year of despair and tragedy. Still, as the ball
dropped on Time Square to a cheering crowd of
thousands, something optimistic and traditional was seen . . . the
next year . . . 1979. This year would be an improvement. Moreover,
in a thermo-nuclear age, people still found ways to view things opti-
mistically. And so, in this sense, 1978 has remained consistent with
both the past and the present . . .
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Coastal Carolina's baseball team
won the school's first championship
ever in capturing the NAIA District 6
title at Sumter's Riley Park. Coastal,
on its way to a 35-11 season, defeated
Francis Marion 5-3, Newberry 7-3,
and Newberry 9-5 in the final game
to complete a four game sweep over
the Indians in the playoffs.
Then in the Area 7 regionals, the
Coastal Carolina Chanticleer bats
really came to life in Bluefield, West
Virginia. Ripping 43 hits in wins over
Highpoint, 8-5, with a 2-out rally in
the ninth inning; over West Virginia
State, 12-11, after getting behind 9-0
in the second inning, and then again
over West Virginia State 11-5,
resulted in the school's second
the New York Mets, turned down the
offer, and returned to Coastal Caro-
Coastal also led the nation with 211
stolen bases, outdistancing its near-
est rival by over 40 steals. The team
hit .321 with Coastal's first All-Ameri-
can Steve Billingsley hitting .445 and
stealing 49 bases personally to rank in
the top ten nationally.
Pitcher Steve Smith's 9-1 pitching
record also ranked in the top ten.
Marshall Tesoro and Captain Al Anch
signed professional contracts, as did
Billingsley. Clint Harvey, drafted by
Three players, Billingsley, Charles
"Koon" Hendrick (.351, 5 HRS, 40
RBI's) and Tom Romano (.317, 15
HRS, 47 RBI's) were selected for the
first team All-District and first team
All-State.
Chanticleer. Coach Larry Carr was
]oach of the Year. Coa^g. Carr, an
eternal optimist, says this year's team
"will be even better than last year's"
team.'' Now that is jenthusiasm!
7* $ '^r* "
Exhilaration explains the feeling of 1977-78 Chanticleer baseball team
after capturing the NAIA District 6 title.
Do It
AqAiN
"Conk" !
"The best ever" was the way Coach
Larry Carr described his 1978-79
Chanticleer baseball squad before
the season went underway. Carr
attributes this to the fact that the ball
players are faster runners, better hit-
ters, and better throwers than the
ballplayers they replaced. "For exam-
ple, our catchers this year are far
superior to any staff I have ever
coached." Another example is the
pitching staff. Ten pitchers returned
from last years' squad, including Clint
Harvey (drafted by the Mets). The
fielding and throwing arms in the
infield look much improved over last
spring. Returning players from Coast-
al's first World Series team include
pitcher Mike Barba, Rich Sanderson,
Clint Harvey and Randy Nimmons.
Returning fielders include Charles
"Koon" Hendrick, Mike Burden,
Bobby Morin, John Shiroky, Tim
Paugh and Mike Sabbagh. Returning
to the outfield are Tom Romano and
David Sabbagh. New players include
Aaron Duckett, David Snyder and
Gene Bryant on the pitcher's mound,
Bruce Franklin, Roger Pauls, Ricky
Grice in the infield, along with David
Green, Ken Chandler, and Fred
Kowalik behind the plate.
Below: Coach Larry "Cork" Carr
I
Power Personified: After years of weight training to develop arm strength,
Tom Romano
represents the epitome of an athlete conditioned to do the task.
H&'
Row 1, left to right; Tom Romano, Joe Lee Hurley, Gary Gilmore, Charles Hendrick,
Mike Burden, Bruce Franklin, Bobby Morin, Aaron Duckett, David Snyder.
Row 2, left to right: Coach Larry Carr, Gene Bryant, David Green, Roger Pauls, Ricky
Grice, Randy Nimmons, MikeSabbagh, Frank Paino, Doug Sabbagh,
Row 3, left to right: Rich Sanderson, Ken Chandler, Clint Harvey, John Shiroky, Ken
Filpi, Fred Kowalik, Tim Paugh, Walt Parmenter, Steve Smith, Thomas Williams, Tim
Horton.
Charles "Koon" Hendrick attempts to hold back on a swing in
an intersquad game last fall. The catcher is Fred Kowalik and
the umpire is Ken Filpi.
Tennis PUyERs Are BestSpectator
For Chant netters, condition-
ing was the name of the game
in October. Along with several
practice matches against the
College of Charleston, Citadel,
USC — Columbia, USC —
Sumter, South Carolina State,
the Chant netters strengthened
their skills. According to Par-
ker, "the team looked good in
these matches." Returnees
from the team that sent num-
ber one netter Craig Hawley to
the nationals in Kansas City,
including Hawley, second-
seeded Keith Skipper, along
with Delane Stevens and USC
- Columbia transfer David
Burgett. Along with the proven
team of last year, was an
impressive list of transfers. Ail-
Americans Eddie Gayon and
Luiz Penna added enough
potential to the team to make
any coach anxious. Another
Ail-American was Mauricio
Behav. Parker had reason to
feel good about the 1978-1979
season, stating "These (trans-
fers) should be a big help to
the team, making us contend-
ers for the District Champion-
ship."
Craig Hawley shows his style
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The women's tennis team at
Coastal Carolina had a highly suc-
cessful season last spring, compiling
a 10-4 record. They lost to the College
of Charleston, Appalachian State,
Columbia College and Francis Mar-
ion College.
The returning players from last year
were Brenda Gunsallus, Lynn Gatlin,
Linda Allen, Debbie Hanna, Melinda
Cribb and Dawn Smith. Several new
players and transfer students were
added to help the squad.
The team played matches with
Coker College, Erskine College, Lan-
der College, Francis Marion College,
Columbia College, Appalachian State
University, South Carolina State Col-
lege, Baptist College and also played
in the South Carolina State Tourna-
ment. Sara McDearmon is their
coach.
Left to right: Karen Green, Ginny Gatlin, Donna Smith, Brenda Gunsallus, Debbie Hanna, Linda
Allen, Melinda Cribb.
Not Pictured: Coach Sara McDearmon.
GolF: A New PromIse !
ront row, left to right: Eddie Salley, Rick Lewellen, Mike Baker, Rob
High hopes characterized expecta-
tions for the Chant golfers in 1978-
1979. Why? Well, Coastal had no
fewer than six returning seniors— all
of which saw action in the past two
years.
During the spring of 1978, Coastal
captured first in their own twenty-
four team tourney entitled "Coastal
Carolina Golf Classic." The classic
was held at Bay Tree Golf Plantation
in North Myrtle Beach.
Coastal finished a disappointing
fourth, however, in the District VI
tournament in the spring of 1978.
Still, the golfers showed promise in
other tournaments.
In addition to those returning,
there were some transfer students
that contributed depth to the team.
With these new students and those
veterans, Coach Tom Cooke looked
with optimistic eyes on the 1978-79
season.
!
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VOLLEYBALL ROSTER
• 1978-79
10 Terry Hickman
11 Pam Walsh
12 *Kuuipe McFadden
13 *Jean Cribb
14 Jackie DeWitt
15 Jan Hucks
20 Linda Sellers
22 Ann Grimmer
*denotes co-captains
. ..ButWe Try HarcIer
With the dedication of a small
squad of eight women and their
coach, Violet Meade, and Lady
Chants set out to conquer a very
demanding schedule. The Lady
Chants attended two outstanding
tournaments, one at UNC — Char-
lotte and the other at West Georgia
College in Carrolton.
The first tournament at UNC —
Charlotte included playing Columbus
College of Georgia, Miami Dade —
North of Florida and the University of
Monkivella df Alabama.
Coastal Carolina was the only
South Carolina college to be repre-
sented at the UNC — Charlotte tour-
nament.
In the second tournament at West
Georgia College, the opponents were
As Parn Walsh misses the volleyball as (oan Cnbb attempts to bounce it back.
well disciplined. They included Berry
College, Georgia Tech and Auburn
University.
The Lady Chants are in their fifth
year of inter-collegiate volleyball.
Thev have replaced the loss of five
seniors from the 1977 squad, one of
whom was selected by the coaches as
one of the most valuable players in
South Carolina. Cathy Nance
received this award.
Coach Meade is assisted by Ann
Perrit, along with Beth Pierson and
Melinda Cribb as managers.
1978 VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
Oct. 2 Columbia College
Presbyterian
6-7 UNC— Charlotte
Tournament
' 9 USC— Aiken
Francis Marion College
12 College of Charleston
Clemson
14 Baptist College
Benedict College
18 Francis Marion College
Erskine College
23 Benedict College
Furman University
26 USC— Aiken
Limestone
31 Columbia College
'
Coker College
Nov. 3-4 West Georgia
College Tournament
6 Winthrop College
USC— Spartanburg
10-11 AIAW Tournament
Mm^^^^m^
Kneeling, I to r: Linda Sellars, Terry Hickman, Jackie Dewitt.
Standing, I to r: Coach Violet Meade, loan Cribb, Kuuipo McFadden, jan Hucks, Anne Grimmer
Grad. Assistant Anne Perritt.
Carey Green shoots a free-throw. Jim Cabe (42) and Bobby Livingston (
The first opponent in the play-offs
fast game, with the Chants pulling it
out with a six point margin. It was
then on to Presbyterian where
Coastal was to face perennial district
champs and arch-rival Newberry. The
Chants were not about to be denied
a second shot at the district crown.
As it turned out, the Chants had
come to play. Coastal blew the Indi-
ans off the floor by a final 13 point
margin.
Lander, who was #1 going into the
playoffs, had defeated Francis Mar-
ion in the first round, but had fallen
to a hardworking Erskine squad. The
stage was set for the championship
game which would pit the slow-
down style of Erskine against the fast-
pace of Coastal.
Once again, the Chants were going
for the district title. The Coastal stu-
dent body was out in full force and
everyone knew that this was the year
of the Chanticleer. For 40 long min-
utes, the two teams struggled but Ers-
kine had gotten the early lead and
established the slow down game.
It came down to the final seconds
with the Chants trailing by only 2
points and with the ball. The Chants
took the shot with 5* seconds left to
play, but it would not fall. Erskine had
upset Coastal. The teams dreams
ended in tears, but the Chanticleers
would return.
Senior Carey Green shoots over Erskine's Richard Connor as teammate Robe
trict finals versus Erskine at Presbyterian College in Clinton, S.C,
Ann Bergeman shows her feelings after Chants lose the
District Title.
But TkE Sp'iRiT Li'veS On
On that fateful night in Clinton
the Chants saw their season end. The
five starters (Jim Cabe, Manuel
lessup, Robert Smith, Carey Green
and Bobby Livingston) terminated
their playing days at Coastal. Full of
despair, the Chanticleer fans saw a
dejected Robert Smith receive the All
District 6 Tournament Team Award.
This was the year that the Chants did
it. They came close . . . but not
enough.
Win or lose, Coastal had nothing to
be ashamed of concerning their
season. Coach Russ Bergman had
taken the Chants from a level of
mediocrity three years ago, to two
consecutive 20 win seasons. As a
regional campus, Coastal Carolina
began a basketball legend that
elevated the Chanticleers to a status
equivalent to the schools of
Newberry, Lander, and Erskine.
Moreover-, through support of the
basketball team, a feeling of "school
identity" (a problem being a
commuter campus), was achieved.
School spirit reached a peak
unprecedented in the history of
Coastal Carolina College athletics.
Several hundred students made the
trip to Presbyterian College to cheer
on the Chants. Also, fewer empty
seats were seen in Kimbel
Gymnasium. Coastal looked back
and saw a team that had lost one
NAIA District VI Tournaments— but
had accomplished something that
would endure for many years to
Coach Russ Bergman
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Forest Junck goes up for 2 with a reverse lay-up against Highpoint College
Rosie Bankhead Stive Hard
hat does a basketball coach
do when his entire world graduates?
This was the dilemma that faced
head coach Russ Bergman during the
1978-79 season. Bergman had to
rebuild from the 1977-78 team, which
carried Coastal all the way to District
VI NAIA runner-up position. The
Chants were paced by a 6'1" guard,
Steve Hardy, who played a "six man"
role in 1977-78. Other tested round-
baller included playmaking 5/10"
guard, Dwight "the fly" Lighty, and
6'4" forward, Clay Price.
At semester break, the Chants were
just below the .500 mark — but were
hoping to improve as the season
progressed. Newcomers, such as 6'
center David Thorbes, and Forrest
Junck, a 6'7" forward, and a junior-
college All-American, 6'6" Dennis
Casey, helped round off a new look
for the 1978-79 Chanticleer season.
Dennis Casey David Thorbes
1978-1979 Roster
: 3 Tammy Hucks
: 4 Terry Hickman
: 5 Laura Shaw
10 Karen Swygerl
11 Lisa McManus
12 Necci Squires
13 loan Cribb
: 14 Linda Sellers
1,5 Pat Clark
: 20 Melinda Stephens
21 )oye Threadgill
Tammy Hucks passing ball to Melinda Stephens in the Winthrop game
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
SCHEDULE 1978-1979
4 Morris College
9 Lander College
13 Southeastern
16 Coker College
6 Baptist College
12 Winthrop College
13 USC-Aiken
19 Benedict College
20 Columbia College
22 Francis Marion
College
24 Morris College
30 College of
Charleston
3 USC-Aiken
7 USC-Sumpter
8 Baptist College
10 Benedict College
16 Southeastern
17 Columbia College
21 Coker College
24 USC-Sumpter
28 AIAW Qualifying
Tournament
Karen Swygert dribbling the ball at the Winthrop game, loan Cribb in background.
ith a new coach at the helm,
the Lady (TJrants were hovering at
.500 during the first semester. Steve
Taylor, former sports information
director, took over the position of
Head Coach vacated by Violet
Meade.
Only four players from last year's
team returned for the 1978-1979 sea-
son. The Lady Chants were paced by
5-8 forward, Pat Clarke; 5-10 center/
forward, Joan Cribb; and 5-1 guard,
Karen Swygert. Said Taylor, "We
expect big things out of each one of
these girls. Pat is looking good again,
doing a good job rebounding and
scoring, and Karen is the same all
around player she was last year. Joan
recovered well from her knee surgery
and is now much quicker and we
look for her to do her usual good
job." Other welcome additions to the
Lady Chants were Melinda Stephens,
5-4 guard; Sherry Lee, 5-2 guard,
Tammy Hucks.
Laying: Patricia Clark. L to r, front row: Tammy Hucks, Terry Hickman, Karen Swygert, Necci
Squires, Linda Sellers, Laura Shaw. L to r, back row: loan Cribb, Melinda Stephens, Lisa
McManus, )oye Threadgill.
Cheerleaders Keep Crowd's
The Coastal Cheerleaders spent
almost as much time revamping the
eerleading program a^ the\ did at
iletic events. This past August,
Y-eral members ot the squad went
to the National Cheerleading Associ-
ation camp at the University of Ten-
nessee. They returned with a double
dose of SPIRIT and some new ideas
to go along with our new squad.
Coastal's squad was selected in the
early tall and consisted of six stunt-
men, six cheerleaders and two alter-
nates. Thus began the long hard
hours of practice and preparation for
the final goal — COASTAL CARO
LINABASKETBALI SEASOjj
During the games, the cheering
squad worked hard to get the cheer-
ing section "fired up" by doing
chants, stunts, and cheers. But thanks
to the support of the Coastal faculty,
staff and especially the student body,
it was worth it.
Crowds'
High
aHar
1978-79 CHEERLEADERS
Jane Barnhill
Theresa Huggins
Kris Kellaway
Melanie Kerr
Carol Mellette
Caren Wentz
Steven Bailey
Gary Benner
Brett Gardner
Neil Graham
Bill Nye
Foster Fowler
Keep Cheerleaders' Spirit High
^©$MS and IFIIWili

Encourages Purity
The sorority of Sigma Delta Phi is a
social and service oriented organiza-
tion which endeavors to promote sis-
terhood and unity among the females
on campus. They are active young
ladies who sponsor worthwhile activ-
ities and service projects for the com-
munity. The sorority offers Rush each
fall for any female students wishing
to join. Pledges are then subjected to
doing unusual things in the process
of becoming initiated. After initiation
they become official sisters and
enjoy the next Rush in which they are
able to sit back and watch the new
pledges perform.
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Stroh's Supporters Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon is the only
national social fraternity at Coastal
stressing virtue, diligence, and broth-
erly love. With a membership
exceeding thirty members, Sigma Phi
Epsilon has proved to be the strong-
est fraternity on campus, along with
their sister organization "Golden
Hearts." Sig Ep has sponsored events
ranging from discos to car smashes.
With various interests among its
members, Sig Ep looks forward to a
promising future at Coastal.
President: Foster Fowler
Vice-President: Derek Blanton
Secretary: Gary D. James
Treasurer: Skip Carrick
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Afro-Am Student Association is an
organization of Black students united
in an effort to institute more interest
among Blacks in their history and cul-
ture.
On November 17, Afro-Am insti-
gated a mock funeral for Wingate
College before the basketball game
that night.
During the month of February,
Black History Month, Afro-Am organ-
ized a cultural enrichment program
that consisted of artwork from ten
noted South Carolina artists, and
movies that were made about Blacks
during the racial struggle. On April 1,
1979, Federal judge Matthew
Perry was the guest speaker at the
Myrtle Beach Convention Center.
Afro-Am presented awards to those
Blacks from this area who had made
contributions to the improvement of
race relations in the Coastal Carolina
area.
Coastal Afro-Am hosted the state-
wide Afro-Am workshop. The pur-
pose of this workshop was to discuss
apathy among minority students. The
president of the Afro-Am Student
Association is Robert McCray.
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RiRht:
Standing, R to L: jimmy Soles, Danny Mac-
Donald, Monroe Thomas, Jeff Opalko, Brett
Gardner, |im Clontz, Wade Cooper, Frank Sar-
vis, Andy Nagle, |im Robertson, Eric Kozmer,
Mike Shepard.
Seated: Norm Evans, Zack Shepard.
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Alpha Phi Omega is a national
service fraternity with over 150,000
members. It is based on the princi-
ples of leadership, friendship, and
service. Here at Coastal the Omega
Kappa Chapter is involved in a wide
variety of service projects and holds
several social functions Such pro-
jects include the blood drive, selling
Coastal Carolina Chants bumper
stickers and painting the lecture hall.
APO membership drives are held
every fall and all male full-time stu-
dents are eligible to join. This year's
initiation was conducted in the Con-
ference Room of the Administration
Building with a secretive candlelight
cermony. Afterwards, a banquet was
held at the St. John's Inn.
Andy Nagle
Jp APO President
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Sharing Food and Cultures
78
Cultural
Exchange
Alpha Mu Gamma, the national
honor society in foreign language, is
Coastal's oldest honor society. To be
eligible for membership, students
must have an A average in 6 hours of
foreign language, as well as an overall
GPR of 3.0. New members are
inducted each year at the end of the
spring semester.
Mrs. Faye Taylor is the advisor.
Officers for the 1978-79 year are:
Patrice Boyd, President; Michael
Krug, Vice-President; Allison Cahill,
Secretary; and Frank Tomko, Trea-
surer.
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SUPPORTS
POLITICAL
PARTIES?
80
Discusses Old Times
81
"GREASE
IS THE
WORDn
One of the highlights of the choir
program was a mini-version of
Grease, which began as "a couple of
songs" and developed into a full-
fledged production. The show fea-
tured )eff Zachary as Danny, Patrice
Boyd as Sandy and Debbie Yarbor-
ough as Rizzo.
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Coastal Carolina's Concert Choir
has, as always, an active year in 1978-
79. Concerts were given at Coastal,
Conway High and at the Myrtle
Beach Convention Center. In honor
of the 150th anniversary of Schubert's
death, the choir performed Schu-
bert's Mass in G during the Christmas
season, both at Coastal and at the
First United Methodist Church in
Conway. During the illness of Mrs.
Cox, Director of the choir, Mr. E. Car-
ter Breeze served as director.
The choir also planned its annual
tour to take place during spring
break. As in past years, the rhoir
closed out the spring semester by
performing at graduation.
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Upstage Company
The Show
Must
Go On
In anticipation of the projected
date for completion of the new Col-
lege Center, Coastal's theater group,
Upstage Company, continued to
carry on presentations in the Lecture
Hall. Led by advisor, Cynthia Hodell,
and president, David Johnson, Upst-
age performed masterfully before
students, faculty, and the Coastal
community. Their December presen-
tation of "The Lady's Not For Burn-
ing" was indicative of the enthusiasm
and talent portrayed by the 1978-1979
Upstage Company.
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Ambassadors of Good Will?
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Being the most qualified for the
job, the Spirit Club took on the task
of welcoming visiting basketball
teams to Kimbel Gymnasium. They
did so by putting up posters which
read, "If you can't go to college, go to
Erskine," etc. In addition to this ges-
ture of good will, the Spirit Club was
instrumental in making opposing
teams feel not at home at Conway.
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Koastal Klowns
Always Clownin' Around
The Koastal Klowns are students
that brighten up parades and parties.
Christmas parades are an annual
event. The Klowns also provide
smiles and laughter at the Business
Club Christmas party for underprivi-
leged children. Officers for 1978-1979
are: Legailia Dozier, President; Terri
Haynes, Secretary/Treasurer; and
SGA Representative, David Ander-
son.
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Displays Bedside Manners?
The Student Nurses Association of
Coastal Carolina consists of students
from the first and second year nurs-
ing classes, and is also open to pre-
nursing students. Its purposes are to
assume responsibility for contribut-
ing to nursing education in order to
provide the highest quality health
care; to provide programs represent-
ative of fundamental and current
professional interests and concerns;
and to aid in the development of the
whole person, and his or her respon-
sibility for health care of people in all
walks of life.
Some activities of the SNA are to
attend state and national SNA work-
shops and conventions; to assist with
or provide community health related
services; and to make available
speakers from various health areas of
interest to nursing students for pro-
grams which both SNA members and
non-members can attend. All of these
activities have the focus of contribut-
ing to the SNA member's profes-
sional knowledge. Terri Opalko is
president of the Student Nurses
Association.
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PEM 1
The organization of physical fit-
ness and athletic involvement is an
essential part of everyday life. They
are involved in the coordination of
the Cino Day activities. They also
assist in the Horry County Special
Olympics which is always a very spe-
cial day for these physical education
students. Joe Gallagher is PEM Presi-
dent.
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The Association of Coastal Educa-
tion Students is fast becoming one of
the most active clubs on campus. Its
purpose is to promote an awareness
of and stimulate interest in the goals
and issues of the American educa-
tional system, and works coopera-
tively with community educational
leaders. The club is open to all stu-
dents interested in education.
ACES is involved in many campus
and community projects. They co-
sponsor supplying refreshments for
CINO Day and a book-buy-back at
the end of the semester. They also
sponsor a coffee club service; the
educational forum of state legislators
and members of the Board of Educa-
tion, speaking on minimum compe-
tency requirements; the international
students; and the Special Olympics
for handicapped children.
The club is involved in several get-
togethers each semester at which
students and faculty unite in devel-
oping interpersonal relationships.
The most exciting event for the
year was an Educational Marathon to
which members and non-members
traveled to Columbia to observe pro-
grams in the Richland County
Schools.
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The Business Club seeks to meet its
objectives of promoting interest in
business and providing means for
increased knowledge about the real
business world by its participation in
community and campus affairs.
The Business Club is involved in
many projects. At the end of each
semester the club sponsors a book-
buy-back where students receive
cash for their used books. In Decem-
ber, a Christmas party is given for a
group of underprivileged children —
complete with presents and Santa
Claus. Funds are derived from the
annual car-stop. The Business Club
also sponsors a scholarship for
deserving students, invites speakers,
sponsors a youth baseball team and
participates in CINO Day by provid-
ing the refreshments free to all those
who attend.
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44Salmagundi South pt
"Salmagundi South" is the new
name of the Coastal Art Club. "Sal-
magundi" is in reference to an art
exhibit in New York and "South" ref-
ers to our southern heritage.
"Salmagundi South" provides
Coastal with cultural stimulation by
presenting lectures and demonstra-
tions by local and regional artists. The
annual Christmas Art Show and the
South Carolina Arts Commission
Craft Truck are sponsored by the art
club in the fall.
Art students were able to go on
field trips to the Columbia Museum
for Palmetto Art Day and to the
Greenville County Museum of Art.
"Salmagundi South" is involved in
the community as well as on campus.
This year they along with a painting
class painted a mural at South Con-
way Elementary School.
Officers for the 1978-79 year were:
President Janice Camp, Historian Ann
Ludemann and Connie Gunter, Pub-
licity Sherry Cox and Treasurer Keith
Edwards.
h/Jgf^
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Sokratic
Club
Shows
Intellectuality
This is the first year that the Sok-
ratic Club of Coastal Carolina has
enjoyed an active and enthusiastic
membership. The Sokratic Club is the
philosophy club of Coastal. Its goal is
to further intellectual pursuits, espe-
cially the liberal arts.
Aside from the traditional events
such as Deanie Weenie Day, Ice
Cream Day, and the celebration in
honor of St. Katie, the Virgin, the
Sokratic Club has added the Yuletide
and Springtime Symposia.
The past fall saw the first visit of
Dr. E. Long, the head of the Philoso-
phy Department of the Columbia
campus to the Coastal Carolina cam-
pus.
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The Coastal Carolina Fishing Club
is dedicated to stimulating interest in
the art of angling and the preserva-
tion of this sport through conserva-
tion of the marine environment. The
club annually sponsors a surf-fishing
contest for students and faculty and a
trout-fishing contest in the late fall
on a local pier. The club also provides
a team of four students to represent
Coastal in our own Intercollegiate
Fishing Match and Seminar, the only
one of its kind in the United States.
Hooked
on the
be£l
!
Fishing Club
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Neptune's
Neophytes
The Society of the Undersea
World, a club dedicated to the study
of the marine world and its surround-
ings, serves not only its own mem-
bers but other people of the Marine
Science Department as well. Live
specimens, brought back from off-
shore trips, aid many students in their
class research projects who are not
fortunate enough to be certified
SCUBA divers.
The club holds their annual "chow-
der days" to supplement two diving
excursions to the Florida Keys. Under
the leadership of Bruce Lampright
and Mike Shepard, co-presidents, the
club also dives in local rivers search-
ing for fossils and artifacts.
PCvI
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Front row, I to r: Advisor Dr. Nelson, Brett Gardner, Chris Williams, Bruce Lampright, Bob Vipper-
man, Mike Shepard.
Back row, I to r: Steve Thompson, Ned Beaver, Theresa Williams, Steve Williams, Bob Habeck, Alan
Rogers, Tony Jacobs, Benton Barr, Silvard Kool, Steve Crum, Bob Askins, Erik Schuck-Kolben, Andy
Perry, George Overby, Terry Guinn, Pam Walsh.
Not Pictured: David Faulkner, Robert Gootman, Paul Grayson, Lesta Sue Hardee, Skip O'Rourke, Bob
Roberts, Mike Rogers.
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Makes First Strike
The Coastal Carolina Bowling Club
was founded to stimulate interest in
bowling and to supplement the aca-
demic life of Coastal Carolina. It
allows for students to meet others
who are interested in something
other than their majors. The club has
organized a weekly bowling league,
at which all meetings are held. The
club also sponsors an intercollegiate
team to represent Coastal in the
Southern Intercollegiate Bowling
Conference.
The members of the league benefit
in many ways. They meet new people
and make new friends, they learn
from others how to become better
bowlers, and they also are able to
escape from the frustrations of study-
ing and work.
*>
Standing, I to r: Richard Stiles, Greg Crowley, Joey Harrington, Dave Lloyd
Sitting, I to r: Roger Pauls, Skeeter Berrgman, Billy Huston, Donna Edge
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Captures National Title
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Standing, I to r: Chris DeBock, Bruno Gujer, Mike De Bock, Chris Frazier, Wade Smith,
Dale Morrison, Joe Hughes, Lee McLaughlin, Chip White
Kneeling, L to R: Tim Main, Dana Marsh, Wick Westmoreland, Mike Porter, Lale Layton,
Billy Rainwater.
The Surfing Club celebrated its
new membership into the National
Scholastic Surfing Association this
year with a 72-58 victory over the
College of Charleston. This change
over lead to the national competition
held at Huntington Beach, California
where Mark McDandel landed the
title as the new national Surfing
Champion, along with Wade Smith
placing fifth in national competition.
They competed against the nation's
top surfers and were chosen for
placement on the national team at
the end of the competition.
McDandel was also named to the
Katin Pro-Am team challenge — a
team made up of the top professional
and amateur surfers.
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Bring Us Together
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Leads
the Way
The Student Government Associa-
tion of Coastal was to most students
an active — but autocratic — organi-
zation. SGA President Tim Meacham,
Vice-President Bob Vipperman, Sec-
retary Linda Smith, and Treasurer Sue
Cox pursued policies which were
highly controversial.
The controversy began when the
officers implemented a policy of the
Allocations Commission whereby
student organizations were fined for
failure to attend SGA meetings. Many
clubs objected but in the final evalu-
ation, the average attendance rose
from 8 in 1977-78 to 35 in 1978-79.
Vipperman was utilized by being
the first student chairperson of the
Student Affairs Committee. Cox's
powers of the treasury were
increased when she headed up a spe-
cial group to study student alloca-
tions, Smith kept the files up to date
and handled outgoing communica-
tions of the SGA.
Meacham used class presidents
and representatives to a large extent.
Donn Williamson, Derek Blanton,
Dan MacDonald, Foster Fowler, Gary
lames and Tony Ivey labored furi-
ously to formulate a resolution which
endorsed the construction of resi-
dence halls — but not without con-
troversy over to whom the resolution
should be sent. Williamson (who
chaired the special committee) and
Meacham finally resolved the issue
and the resolution was sent to Dr.
Edward M. Singleton.
No one can deny that SGA was
active — but many complained
openly about the methods used by
the executive officers. Most of the
proposals were passed, but the
impact of these critical decisions can
only be seen in years to come. Sim-
ply, time will evaluate the controver-
sial Student Government Association
under Mcacham's leadership.
,-ri
Tim Meac ham
President <-. , *«» !
Editorial From the
CHANTICLEER
SGA is the group that gets a great
deal of flack when things don't go to
please everyone.
But how many of you ever say
thank you to an SGA representative
or to one of the officers?
Well, the editor is the first to
admit that we sometimes go after
SGA for their shortcomings.
That's one of our jobs as editor.
Editors can't print all the good news
and ignore bad news. You want the
facts and that is what we give you.
A neglected fact around Coastal is
that SGA people aren't villans.
They're humans like us (we certainly
hope you count editors as human).
Recently, a handful of you voted.
Over 1000 of you "forgot" to vote.
Yet when something is voted on by
SGA, the 1000 who "forgot" to vote
will yell and scream about what's
wrong with SGA.
We think there's a lot right about
the job SGA is doing.
At the first meeting this year over
50 students attended. Many of them
voiced opinions.
Our fearless leader SGA Presi-
dent, Tim Meacham handled the
meeting with diplomacy. He showed
a degree of cooperation that has
been too long absent at SGA.
Some classes did not have a full
slate of officers run in the election.
Meacham has the right under SGA
rules to personally appoint people to
fill these vacancies. He brought the
names before SGA for consideration
and he agreed to the wishes of the
majority in taking this important
decision back to the drawing board.
We urge each of you to "work
with SGA" this year. And we hope
you will start attending SGA meet-
ings, running for office and working
together for the good of Coastal
Carolina.
Thank you to all the SGA officers
and representatives. You have
started out on the right foot. Keep it
'
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Creativity Can Be Fun
Our campus is witnessing a rebirth
of the literary magazine Archarios. In
recent years, there has been ade-
quate emphasis placed on creative
art forms at Coastal. However, there
is now a new trend for self-expres-
sion and the Archarios is proud to be
an instrument of that expression.
This magazine is growing in stature
and interest. At present, it is pub-
lished once a year, but as participa-
tion increases the Archarios will be
published once a semester.
Write On!!!
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The Chanticleer, the school news-
paper of Coastal Carolina College,
will go down in the annals of history
for its unbiased news and feature
coverage.
The 1978-79 newspaper will be
long remembered for the editorials
that sometimes made waves all the
way to Columbia.
Dormitories, salaries, enrollment
figures, SGA — all these dominated
the front pages.
Energy, math seminars, politicians,
sports and the Campus Union filled
the inside pages.
A dedicated and loyal group of stu-
dents wrote, edited, sold ads and
pasted-up pages. It was a total team
effort.
Chanticleer
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Atheneum
The ATHENEUM is the largest pub-
lication produced by students at
Coastal. It serves to document in
words and pictures the events of the
academic year. Many, many hours are
spent on putting together this testi-
monial to the drive, zest and exuber-
ance of the students at Coastal. The
staff is made up of students from all
classes in all the disciplines on cam-
pus. Every event no matter how big
or small is a topic of "reporting" by
the staff. This year's book is the larg-
est ever produced on the Coastal
campus.
The editor of the 1978-79 edition is
Cindy Beardsley, and Kim Askins is
the Business Manager. Also on the
staff are: Al Strickland, Charlie Nofal,
Elma Harrelson, and Wendy Mayhew,
photographers: Trish Marsh, Ted
Deloach, Maria Ferranti, Connie
Gunter, features; Fran Baxley, classes;
Vanessa Fowler and LaPhael Ander-
son, academics; Angela and Pam
Lovelace, organizations. The advisor
for the group is Scott Johnson.


Who's Who
Among
Students in
American
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lunior Marshall, ACES. Dean's Lisl, learning
Resources Commillee
t
.
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Cindy Beardsfi
ATHENEUM edilor, Oulslanding Arl Student, Dean's
List, Canterbury Arl Club, Peer Counselor, Chantic
leer. History Club
Dorothy Hawley
Alpha Mu Gamma, Dean's List, ACES, President's
Honor Roll. Theatre of the Republic
Horry County Higher Education Scholarship, Dean's
Lisl, Freshman Class President, Student Affairs Com-
millee, Cheerleader, Cino Day, Spirit Club, SCA Rep-
resentative, ATHENEUM, Homecoming
Loris layceetles Scholarship, Business and Profes-
sional Women's Scholarship, ACES, Dean's List
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Dean's List, Horry County Teacher's Scholarship,
Horry Counly Higher Education Scholarship, Chantic-
leer, ACES, Canterbury Art Club
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National Merit Scholarship, Dean's List, President's
Honor Roll, ACES
Mike Krug-
i Alpha Thela, Alpha Mu Gamma, Dean's List, His-
tory Club, SGA Representative, Socratic Club
Delta Kappa Gamma scholarship. Dean's List, Presi-
dent's Honor Roll, Chanticleer, Anthropology Club,
SUW, ACES, SGA Representative, Petitions and Scho-
lastic Standing Commillee, Upstage Company
Terry Hardwick
Dean's Lisl, Civilan Club, Campus Union, Chantic-
leer, Upstage Company, Special Olympics
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1 Dean's List, President's Honor Roll, Miss Coastal Pag- I
1 eant, Concert Choir, Bowling Club 1
A.
lack Nelson Scholarship in Marine Science, College
Bowl, SUW, International Club
l>an's List, President's Honor Roll, lunior Marshall,
Peer Counselor, Chanticleer, Business Club, Intramu-
ral Volleyball, Career and Life Planning Task Force,
SCA Representative
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William A. Kimbel S< holarsh
Faculty Award for General
President's Honor Roll, SCA
editor, Coastal May Queen,
Union
ip, Alpha Mu Gamma,
xcellence. Dean's List,
President, ATHENEUM
ACES, Baptist Student
iNi Harrison f) A »,,
Alpha Mu Gamma, History Club, Dean's List, Presi-
dent's Honor Roll, College Bowl, Socratic Club, Horry
County Higher Education Scholarship
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Phi Alpha Thefa, Dean's List, President's Honor Roll,
SGA Representative, Sophomore Class President, Stu-
dent Affairs Committee, History Club, Chanticleer,
Academic Affairs Committee, SGA Representative
Intercollegiate Athletic Committee
Phi Alpha Theta, Lonnie Hinson Memorial Scholar-
ship, Dean's List, President's Honor Roll, lunior Mar-
shall, SGA Representative, History Club, Alpha Phi
Omega, SGA Supreme Court
Alpha Mu Gamma, lack V. Nelson Marine Science
Scholarship, Dean's List, President's Honor Roll, lun-
ior Marshall, Veteran's Club, Society of the Under-
world, Peer Counselor, lunior Class President, Veter-
an's Administration Representative, Career Develop-
ment Committee, long Range Planning and Steering
Committee, SGA Vice-President, Student Affairs
Committee, College Center Advisory Center.
May I Have the
Envelope Please?
Over 400 students turned out to
see a somewhat less than successful
Awards Banquet. Delays, inadequate
presentations (background music
playing), and a dissapointed group of
parents and administrators prompted
the Student Affairs Committee to
study alternatives to the banquet.
Departmental awards were handed
out to those students who achieved
academic excellence in their respec-
tive departments as well as SGA,
Campus Union, and publication
awards. Dr. John Farrelly received the
Distinguished Teacher of the Year
award. Marcia Parker and Linwood
Wiggins were recipients of the
George C Rogers Award. Sue Davis
and Mary Luff were co-recipients of
the Faculty Award for General Excel-
lence. Phi Alpha Theta and Alpha Mu
Gamma were recognized.
Among other banquets during the
spring were the annual sports ban-
quet. Baseball, Men's and Women's
tennis, and Volleyball awards were
given at the Texas Steer in North Myr-
tle Beach. The banquet was spon-
sored by Mr. William Darby.
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Above:
1. Chancellor Dr. Edward M. Singleton.
2. Coach ]ohn Farrelly.
3. Cindy Bass received the MVP award in ten-
nis, presented by Sara McDearmon.
4. 1978 baseball team receiving their letter-
man certificates.
Opposite:
1. Mary Luff receiving the Faculty Award for
General Excellence.
2. Susan Davis receiving the Faculty Award
for General Excellence.
3. Phi Alpha Theta members receiving their
certificates from Mr. John Vrooman.
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1977 Homecoming queen, Darlene Stevens/cW^B P^iew qu^P IWeryl Livingston.
Home-
coming
1978
' t was halftime during the
Lander game; the lights went
out, the crowds became
quiet, then Sheryl Livingston
was announced as the 1978 Home-
coming queen. After the loud
screams given off by the Afro-Ameri-
can Society, who sponsored Sheryl,
the reigning queen, Darlene Stevens,
crowned the new queen, and the
runners-up were then announced.
Connie Atkins, sponsored by the
Men's Basketball team received the
honor of being the first runner-up.
Linda Allen, sponsored by the Wom-
en's Tennis team, received second
runner-up.
After the game, a Homecoming
dance was held at the Landmark and
the Black and Blue Band provided the
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Dr. Edward M. Singleton
Office of the
Chancellor
In the Administrative Offices one
will find the Chancellor, Dr. Edward
M. Singlton. Also located in these
offices are Mrs. Mildred H. Allen,
Administrative Assistant, and Brenda
M. Cox and Sherry Gould, secretaries.
As the chief administrative office
of the college, Dr. Singleton and his
associates are held with the responsi-
bility of planning and fulfilling the
entire educational and cultural drive
120
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Gwen B. Turner William Baxley
Mrs. Sherry Gould Rod Gragg
of the college. The Administrative
Office duties include initiating, co-
ordinating, estimating, and stating
the functions, goals and objectives of
Coastal Carolina College. Under the
immediate organizational structure,
the Chancellor gets help and advice
and counsel from the three deans:
Dr. Paul E. Stanton, Dean of Aca-
demic Affairs; Dr. Donald L. Thomp-
son, Dean of Business Affairs; and Dr.
Robert W. Squatriglia, Dean of Stu-
dent Development.
The Administrative Office has con-
tacts with University officials in
Columbia as well as serving as the
government agent for the Horry
County Higher Education Commis-
sion and the Coastal Educational
Foundation, Inc.
The Administrative Office works
closely with Mr. William Baxley,
Director of Development. Baxley
handles the important assignments of
fund raising, investments, special
scholarships, alumni affairs and other
special projects. Mr. Rod Gragg is in
charge of public relations and public
information. Their secretary is Gwen
B. Turner.
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Business
Office
The main ambition of the Business
Office is to provide financial services
to the college. The functions of this
office, headed by Dean Donald L.
Thompson, include: financial plan-
ning, management, accounts payable
and receivable, purchasing, receiv-
ing, buildings and grounds and secu-
rity. Mrs. Neita Inabnit is the Admin-
istrative Accountant, Mrs. Sherrell
Richardson and Mrs. Elaine Cribb
serve as bookkeepers. Mr. Philip
Massey is administrative assistant to
Thompson, with Mrs. Kay Fellen-
baum their secretary.
The Campus Shop is under the
direction of Robert Elvington and his
secretary Ruby Cook. The shop has all
office and book items as well as spe-
cialty pieces for Coastal students.
The Maintenance department pro-
vides a wide range of grounds
upkeep. Mr. Garnett Smith is the
supervisor and Mr. LeRoy Thompson
is responsible for mail distribution.
Dr. Donald Thompson and Mrs. Elaine Cribb Mrs. Kay Fellenbaum
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Sherrel Richardson
**
Philip Massey
V i^/
Neita Inabnit
Bob Elvington Eunice Graham
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Linda Montgomery
1V
Lou Gilles and Wil Garland
Marshal Parker
Jim Beaty
Office of
Academic
Affairs
Pat Rogers
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Dr. Paul E. Stanton and Mrs. Clara Rogers
The Office of Academic Affairs has
the goal of providing the best in a
total undergraduate educational pro-
gram. This includes curriculum plan-
ning and development, learning
resources and instructional proce-
dures. The selection, retaining, pro-
moting and improvement of all
undergraduate faculty is under the
aegis of the Academic Affairs Office.
Dr. Paul E. Stanton is the Dean of
Academic Affairs and is assisted by
Mr. Wilbur Garland and Mrs. Pat
Rogers as Assistant Deans, with Dr.
Jim Beaty as the Special Assistant to
the Dean. Dr. Marshall Parker coordi-
nates Continuing Education Pro-
grams. Mrs. Clara Rogers and Mrs.
Linda Montgomery serve as secretar-
ies.
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Student
Development
Located in the College Center is
the Student Development Division,
also known as Student Affairs. The
Student Development Division is
responsible for programs and ser-
vices for students, financial aid, Vet-
eran's Affairs, the Counseling Center
and Student Activities.
Financial assistance to qualified
students who would otherwise be
unable to continue their education is
made available through various fund-
ing sources. Veterans and depend-
ents of veterans can apply for bene-
fits in this office.
The Counseling Center provides a
broad-based developmental service
including career investigation, aca-
demic — social — and personal
counseling.
Student Activities assist students in
the planning of co-curricular events
as well as coordinating special cul-
tural events.
L to r: Chris McNeill, Dr. Betsy
Dr Robert W. Squatriglia Mrs. Sarah MacDonald
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The staff in the Student Development Division includes:
Cindy Adams, Secretary, Financial Aid
Mary Harrison, Secretary, Student Activities
Sarah MacDonald, Financial Aid
Chris McNeill, Secretary, Student Development
Mary Jane Murphy, Career and Life Planning
Al Poston, Director of Student Activities
Dr. Elizabeth Pusker, Counseling
Pat Singleton, Counseling and Career and Life Planning
Dr. Robert W. Squatriglia, Dean of Student
Development
Cindy Adams
Puskar, Al Poslon. Dr. Betsy Puskar
Mary Harrison Mary Kay Murphy and Sarah MacDonald
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Office of
Graduate
Regional
Studies
The Office of Graduate Regional
Studies provides graduate courses in
several areas that lead to a Master's
Degree in cooperation with the
Columbia campus.
Persons who have earned ninety
hours or more are qualified to take
500 to 600 level courses for graduate
credit. The Master of Education
Degree is where the bulk of the
courses offered at Coastal fall. The
areas encompassed by this degree
include: Early Childhood Education,
Elementary Education, Secondary
Education, Counselor Education,
Reading, Special Education, and Edu-
cational Administration.
Dr. Sally Z. Hare is the Director of
Graduate Regional Studies here at
Coastal. Ms. Helen Hood is her secre-
tary and Mrs. Mary Lou Aylor is their
graduate assistant.
Helen Hood
Dr. Sally Z. Hare
Mary Lou Aylor
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Sue Cerrald
Brenda Sawyer
Marsh Myers Stephania Buzby
Office of
Admissions
and
Records
The Office of Admissions and
Records has the primary goal of fur-
nishing immediate and accurate aca-
demic information to students and
staff.
The Admissions Office is inter-
ested in providing prospective and
present students with clear, concise
information concerning the pro-
grams offered at Coastal.
The records and registration proce-
dures are accounted for through the
use of the Computer Assisted Regis-
tration (CAR) system.
Mr. Marsh Myers is the Director of
Admissions, and Mr. Louis Henry
Mense is the Associate Director of
Admissions. Mrs. Brenda Sawyer is
their secretary. Other office staff per-
sons include:
Linda Carmichael, Records Secretary
Stefania Buzby, Transfer Admissions
Sue Gerrald, Admissions Recruitment
Specialist
Lindy Smith, Records Clerk
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Today's business world offers young
men and women a challenging
professional future as well as the
opportunity for meaningful social
r*
involvement and civic service. A
steadily increasing number of young
people today are choosi ng careers i n
business as they seek to shape our
nation's economics Structure and deal
dynamically with some of the social
problems. The business degree is most
appropriate for administrative positions
in government agencies as the public
sector depends on similar abilities for its
personnel.
The Division of Business
Administration is constantly Searching
for new and better methods of
providing a meaningful educational
experience for its students*
Dr. Gerald V. Boyles is the division
chairperson and Ms. Elizabeth K. Smith
is his secretary.
'
Other faculty members are: William ).
Baxley, Asst. Prof. Gerald V. Boyles,
Assoc. Prof. Raymond A. Curtis, Assoc.
Prof. Roy Dynsnriore, Assoc. Prof. James
F. Eason, Asst. Prof. Wilbur L. Garland,
Assoc. Prof. Lou H. Gilles, Professor
Richard Peterson, Assoc. Prof. William
:M. Polen, Asst. Prof.
Division of
Science
The Science Division is composed
of the departments of Biology,
Chemistry, Geology, Marine Science
and Physics. Biology and Marine Sci-
ence are degree granting programs
funded by the State Sea Grant Office.
These programs allow students to
participate in research in their fields.
Dr. Richard Moore is the division
head and Cindy Hardee is his secre-
tary.
Other members in the division are:
BIOLOGY Carl Freeman Assoc. Prof.
Colleen Lohr Assoc. Prof.
Richard Moore Assoc.
Prof.
Joseph Pinson Assoc. Prof.
Carol Sherr Instructor
Lester Whitley Assoc.
Prof.
CHEMISTRY Terry A. Barnett Asst.
Prof.
John Eberwein Assoc.
Prof.
Wallace E. McNew Asst.
Prof.
GEOLOGY Douglas Nelson Assoc.
Prof.
MARINE SCIENCE Richard Dame
Assoc. Prof.
PHYSICS Harry Robinson Assoc.
Prof.
S. Ballou Skinner Professor
Dr. Richard H. Moore
Dr. Colleen Lohr Dr. Carol A. Sherr Dr. Lester Whitley Dr. Carl Freeman
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Nursing
The Nursing Division presents a curriculum
that prepares men and women for the care of
the sick. The program is designee) to provide
a common base of nursing cognition that can
be identifiecJ in terms of expected capabili-
ties needed to give secondary care; i.e. caring
of patients who are experiencing illnesses
that are ordinary and well-defined, or who
are in need of examination.
Nursing at Coastal is growing and for tjjj
first time, five clinical-nurse faculty have
Master's Degrees in Nursing. Mrs. Jean Rob-
erts is the divisiqjfl head, and Dorothy Barnhill
is her secretary. Other members of the divi-
sion include:
Brenda Bellamy, Assistant Professor
Karen Carpenter, Instructor
Patty Sue Hickman, Assistant Professor
Phyllis Ratliff, Assistant Professor
Patricia Kirkland, Assistant Professor
Jean Roberts, Associate Professor
Margery Wells, Assistant Professor
Brenda Bellamy Pat Kirkland
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Karen Carpenter Patty bue Hickman
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schools. The Division's programs are
apptoved by the"*South Carolina Depart-
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Dr. James H. Rex is the Division's
chairperson and Mrs: Patrica Taylor is
4>e secreta** Othe
Stewart Strothers, Assistant Professor
Timothy Touzel, Assistant Professor
Dennis Wiseman, Associate Professor
Horace Wood, Asjagfeail Professor
Warren Karstedt
Under the direction of Divisioi
"hairman. Warren Karstedt, the
,omputer Science
Division offer courses ranging from
itr" H
"Ctory Matherrj^tics to
d Fortran programming. Mrs.
.
" .' ' .:
Pat Baker is the division's secretary,
the faculty members are:
Warren Karstedt, Assoc Prof,
Eugene E. Collins, Asst. Prof.
Frederick J. Cole, Assoc. Prof.
Joseph Cicefo^jbaJessor ,
Albert B. Cannon, Asst. Prof.
Subhash Saxena, Professor ;
Deborah Vrooman, Instructor
Nancy Stevens, Instructor
Dr. Eugene Collins Dr. Subhash Saxena Deborah Vr
.
Walt Hambrick
Physical
Education
The Physical Education Division
attempts to integrate the foundations
of movement and understandability
of motor skills with the attributes of
the biological sciences, humanities
and social sciences. It is felt that a
strong body is a prerequisite for a
strong mind.
The members of the department
under the direction of Walt Ham-
brick and his secretary Jeanne Casey
are:
Russell Bergman, Assistant Professor
Larry Carr, Assistant Professor
Tom Cooke, Instructor
John Farrelly, Assistant Professor
Carl King, Assistant Professor
Sarah McDearmon, Assistant Professor
Violet Meade, Assistant Professor
The Division of Social and Beha-
vioral Sciences is composed of
several diversified departments
emphasizing the attitudinal and
behavioral aspects of man. There are
several degree programs offered in
the division. Mr. John Vrooman is the
division head and Jane Hansen is his
secretary.
The other members of the division
Social and
by department are:
ANTHROPOLOGY:
Dr. Reinhold Englemayer,
Assoc. Professor
GOVERNMENT INTERNATIONAL:
Edgar Dyer, Asst. Prof.
Willard Nichols, Asst. Prof.
Cornelius Sullivan, Prof.
GEOGRAPHY:
Daniel Selwa, Asst. Prof.
John F. Vrooman Daniel Selwa Dr. Cornelius Sullivan
H
Behavioral Sciences
HISTORY:
James Branham, Proir
James Parsolas, Asst. Prof.
Bruno Gujer, Assoc. Prof.
John Vrooman, Assoc. Prof.
Joseph Wightman, Prof.
PSYCHOLOGY:
Linda Schmidt, Asst. Prof.
Bernard Albiniak, Asst. Prof.
Wade K. Baird, Assoc. Prof.
Thomas Boyd, Asst. Prof.
Elizabeth Puskar, Assoc. Prof.
Paul Stanton, Prof.
SOCIOLOGY:
William Davis, Assoc. Prof.
Alison Tarleau, Asst. Prof.
Dr. Linda Schmidt
Dr. William Davis
„ .,,..,.. .
mW\
The Division of Humanities iscom-
x department emphasizing
aspects of the humaness of
man. Each attempts to bring to the
front; those aspects that demonstrate
the essential goodness of mankind.
The Division is under the guidance of
*Dr. John Durell and his secretary is
Sherell Jordan. Other members of the
Division by department are:
ART*
Marianna Hamilton, Asst. Prof.
""^a^TRaTfTo^
ENGLISH:
James Beaty, Asst. Pro'
Clenda Bruton/Asst. Prof.
John B. Burrell, Assoc. Prof.
Gerald Groves, Assoc. Prof.


Mack Sarvis
MEDIA
The Instructional Services Center under the direction of
Mack Sarvis provides audio-visual hardware for faculty and
student presentations. Mrs. Ester Edwards is the secretary.
LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER
The Learning Resources Center under the direction of
Scott R. Johnson provides tape duplication, audiotaping
and other services, as well as records and learning pack-
ages.
Scott R. Johnson
LIBRARIES ARE FOR PEOPLE
The Kimbel Library is where students come to read, do
research and find answers to the questions that their text-
books do not adequately answer. Under the direction of
Dianna L. Smith, the Library is the center of all book items.
Other staff includes:
Edna Bellamy, Technical Services
Mary Bull, Reference Librarian
Doris Hamilton, Technical Services
Bethany James, Circulation
Dianna L. Smith, Librarian
Charmaine Thomczyk, Technical Services
Charmaine Thomczyk Dianna L. Smith
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ADAMS
Biology
Conway, S.C.
LINDA ALLEN
Psychology
Conway, S.C.
STELLA M. ALTMAN
Biology
Georgetown, S.C.
EMERSON L. ARD, |R
Managemeni
Surtside, S.C
IDBURCETT
Management
Indian Hill, Ohio
SANDRA G.BUTLER
General Studies
Conway, S.C
DEBORAH L. BYRD
Elementary Education
Conway, S.C.
CINDY CALHOUN
General Studies
Conway, S.C
Is This the End?
Seniors 1978-79
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BEVERL. .
Elementary Education
Hemingway, S.C
WALLACE J. CLARDY
Psychology
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
LYNN [.CLARK
Accounting
Murrells Inlet, S.C.
DONNA LYNN COFFEY
Nursing
Little River, S.C.
WILLIAM R. COMBS
General Studies
Aynor, S.C.
MICHAEL T.DEEGAN
History
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
ULYSSES DEWITT
Longs, S.C.
JAMES T.DOZIER
Art
Marion, S.C.
LEGAILIA D. OOZIER
History
Conway, S.C
EMILY U. DURANT
General Studies
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
GERALD S. EPTON
General Studies
Myrtle Beach, S.C
SHARON M. FAISON
Physical Education
Conway, S.C.

SALLY A. HARPER
Music
Conway, S.C.
WENDED. HARRELSON
Elementary Education
Loris, S.C.
CRAIG J. HAWLEY
Physical Education
Conway, S.C.
DOROTHY P. HAWLEY
Art Education
Conway, S.C.
KENNETH L. HOLLOWAY
Management
Conway, S.C.
FELICIA HUCKS
Elementary Education
Galivants Ferry, S.C.
JRY A. HUCKS
Business
Aynor, S.C.
SHELLIE D. HURSEY
Marine Science
Conway, S.C.
DOROTHY I. JACKSON
General Studies
Gresham,S.C.
GARY D.JAMES
Psychology
Conway, S C.
JAMES A. |ENSEN
Biology
Myrtle Beach, S.C
MARY B. JOHNSON
Religious Studies
Conway, S.C
nHHHHnn
FRANCES JOHNSTON
Art Education
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
BRUCEC LAMPRIGHT
Marine Science
St. Paul, Minnesota
SHARON B. LEE
Art Education
Conway, S.C.
BARRY LIPSITZ
Management
Beaufort, S.C.
DAVID G. LLOYD
History
Myrtle Beach, S.C
terry McAllister
Surfside, S.C.
ROBERT MORHARD
Psychology
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
TIMOTHY MEACHAM
Political Science
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Well so much
M. O'NEAL MILLER
Accounting
Conway, S.C.
ROSEMARY A. NEELY
Art Education
t
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
RANDY K. NIMMONS
General Studies
Lexington, S.C.
CLARA M. OWENS
Elementary Education
Conway, S.C.
JOYCE D.OWENS
Georgetown, S.C
LISA OWENS
Accounting
Georgetown, S.C.
MALENE B. OWENS
Social Studies Education
Hemingway, S.C.
JANIFERM. PALMER
Psychology
Georgetown, S.C
AMY L PENNINGER
Elementary Education
North Myrtle Beach, S.C.
PAULS. PERRY
Management
North Myrtle Beach, S.C.
VIRGINIA M. PICKETT
Psychology
Conway, S.C.
JAMES R.PONCE
Philosophy
Conway, S.C.
for colle2e--now what?
JOANNE M. PRIOL
Elementary Educati
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
W1NIFREDE H.
RICHARDSON
Elementary Education
Aynor, S.C.
SANDRA CSARVIS
Elementary Education
Loris, S.C.
ROBERT (.SELLERS
Accounting
MyrtleBeach.SC
SINGLETON
Psychology
Conway, S.C.
KEITH B. SKIPPER
Physical Education
Conway, S.C.
ALLEN M. SMITH
History
Surfside, S.C.
BARBARA L.SMITH
Psychology
Conway, S.C.
LINDA SMITH
Biology
Hemingway, S C.
MONTYE SMITH
Music
Myrtie Beach, S.C.
JUDYLSTRICKLA
Psychology
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
GENIE L STROMAN
Marine Science
Myrtle Beach, S,C
MABLEK.TAMSBERG
General Studies
Georgetown, S.C.
JOHNTHOMAS
History
Conway, S.C
SARAH P. TYSON
Accounting
Georgetown, S.C
ROBERT |. VIPPERMAN
Marine Science
Surfside, S.C.
ROSSIE WATTS
Psychology
Loris, S.C.
OTHY WARD
sical Education
th Myrtle Beach, S.C.
* WESTMORELAND
ine Science
tie Beach, S.C.
RICIAR.WIAND
:hology
,»,yrtle Beach, S.C y
JANET T. WILLIAMS
Biology
rgetown, S.C,
WILLOUGHBY
Biology Education
Galivants Ferry, S.C
Russell S. Adams
Abdur-Rahim Akram
Barry Allen
Daryl Anderson
David Anderson
Kevin Anderson
Delma L. Anderson
Robin D. Anderson
Tammy R. Anderson
u
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Ben Bagnal
Sherry Bagwell
Bert Bailey
Alison Baker
Mary Baker
Rosey Bankhead
Lorita Barfield
Cindy Barnes
Bonnie Batchelor
Doug Bartlett
Fran Baxley
Cindy Beardsley
Tracy Beatty
James Beaty
Decateur Beckman
Mauricio Behar
Rachelle Bellamy
Gary Benner
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Tina Bergman
lames Bindner
Chuck Black
Tony Blakely
Scott Branton
Cynthia Bridges
Lori Briggs
Deborah Brown
Gary Allen Brown
Karyl Brown
Robert Brown
Debbie Bullock
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Robert C. Burgoyne
John Burnett
Randy Burton
Brent Byer
Gary Byrd
Marco Bui
Janice M. Camp
Denise Cannon
Melinda Cannon
Craig Casey
Ken Carver
Kathryn Causey
Wade Causey
Cassandra Chestnut
Ellis Chestnut
William Chestnut
Debbie Chresoulis
Ernest Chresoulis
James Clifton
Jim Clontz
Sarah Clontz
Jennifer Coble
Susan Cooke
Charles Corbett
Russ Cores
Ron Covington
Janice Coward
LynneCox
Sherry Cox
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Susan Cox
Tony Cox
Debbie Crapps
Cindy Creighton
)oan Cribb
Sherry Cromer
Stephen Crum
Lori Daniels
)ody Davis
Chris Debock
Mike Debock
Ted Deloach
Jackie Dewitt
Carolyn Dimery
Jacquelyn Dimery
Cherri Dix
Dwight Draughon
Aaron Duckett
Donna Edge
Donna Edwards
)ohn Edwards
Keith Edwards
Miriam Edwards
Tony Edwards
Renee Elliott
)immy Ellis
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Steve Elvington
Herschel Evans
Norman Evans
Steve Everhart
David Faulkner
Maria Ferranti
Ken Filpi
Cindy Finley
Terry Finley
Kenneth Fleming
Gene Floyd
Foster Fowler
Vanessa Fowler
Doc Foxworth
Patti Foxworth
Nathaniel Gagum
Debbie Galloway
Brett Gardner
lack Gardner
Stephen Gaskins
Eddie Gayon
Michael Gasque
Laurie Geddings
Nancy Gerald
Cindy Gerrald
DellGerrald
DebGodbold
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Gregg Coodson
Bobby Green
Karen Green
Robert Gootman
lanice Gore
Frances Graham
Herb Graham
Tammy Grainger
Ruby Greggs
lames Grice
David Grissett
Connie Gunter
Debbie Hales
Ray Haluska
Carlton Hamilton
Terry Hamilton
Jimmy Hammond
Debra Hanna
Kathy Harcum
Danny Hardee
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Kenneth Hardee
lanie Hardwick
Terry Hardwick
William Harper
Virginia Harrelson
Julie Harrison
Ray Harrison
Mark Harter
Marvin Hearl
Patricia Hemingway
Charles Hendrick
Marcella Herriott
Cindy Hayman
Terry Hickman
Susan Hierholzer
Frank Hill
Jackie Hinson
Layne Holland
Scot Holland
John Holt
Sara Holmes
Michael Hooke
Leslie Hotte
Clenda Hucks
Jan Hucks
Karen Hucks
Margaret Hucks
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Tammy Hucks
Wayne Hucks
Dean Hudson
Gregg Huggins
Al Hutchinson
Thomas Isaac
Tony Ivey
Cynthia lackson
|eri Jackson
Tony Jacobs
Doug James
Bill Jennings
Santi Jimonkonkul
Biff Johnson
Fran Johnson
Harold Johnson
Amy Jones
Bobby Jones
Daniel Jones
John Keegan
Kris Kelloway
|ohn Kennedy
Melanie Kerr
Jeanie King
Lynne Kirkpatrick
Brian Knoess
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j
Silvester Kool
Eric Kozmer
Maria Lambert
Patty Lambert
Wendy Lami
Tammy Lang
Tonya Lawrimore
Chandra Lee
Kathy Lee
Mike Lee
Tim Lee
Rick Lawaller
Braxton Lewis
Edward Lewis
Jeff Lewis
Mel Lewis
Dwight Lighty
Brian Ligttan
Neil Lipsitz
David Little
Bill Lord
Angela Lovelace
Pam Lovelace
Renee Lovett
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Cynthia Martin
Renee Martin
William Martin
Evelyn Mason
Brian Maxwell
Wendy Mayhew
Timothy McConnel!
Robert McCray
Mark McDaniel
Ella McDowell
Lee McLaughlin
Shelley McMahon
Dianne McNeil
Karen Mercer
Bryan Meyers
Christine Miller
Darlene Miller
Julia Miller
Ronnie Miller
Diane Mincey
Eddie Mincey
Betty Mishoe
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Melanie Moore
Patricia Moore
Randy Morris
Karen Morrison
Robin Mosley
James Mulholland
Teresa Mullinix
Derek Myers
Andrew Nagle
John Nance
Tim Neely
Charlie Nofal
Eva-Lotta Nolcrantz
Lyndee Ollis
SkipO'Rourke
George Overby
Shamra Owens
Luis Penna
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Ella Permenter
Steve Phillips
Karen Poison
Michael Porter
Clay Price
Mark Price
Ed Prince III
Gloria Prince
Jay Pritchard
Michael Quirion
Donna Rabon
Karon Rabon
Billy Rainwater
David Rankin
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John Raykovich
Kendall Register
Tina Rein
Karen Reynolds
Mark Reynolds
Elaine Rhinehart
Grady Richardson
Benji Richardson
Shawn Richards
Jim Richardson
Perry Richardson
Roger Richardson
Lewis Ridder
)ohn Roberson
Theresa Roberts
Beverly Rochin
Alan Rogers
Mike Rogers
Greg Russ
Linda Russ
Marion Sargeant
Frank Sarvis
David Sawyer
Anita Saxena
Sue Ann Schroer
Ray Scott
Warren Sessions
167
Nancy Shay
Barbara Shealy
Dawn Shelley
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'Mike Shepard
lanetta Sherman
Dennis Shirley
June Simmons
Amy Singleton
Kent Singleton
Mark Singleton
Frank Sistrunk
Elbert Smith
Karen Smith
Lynne Smith
Mel Smith
Tracey Smith
Wade Smith
Craig A. Snook
Ellen Snow
Simon Spain
Denise Squires
Vanessa Squires
Debbie Stanley
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Terry E. Starks
Robin D. Stephens
Nancy Stevens
Richard Stiles
Al Strickland
Gloria Strickland
Nancy Strickland
Rachel D. Suggs
Francis Sullivan
Terri Tanner
Gordon Taylor
LisaTensley
C. Monroe Thomas
Greg Thomas
Steve Thompson
)oye Threadgill
Timothy Tindal
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Leslie Todd
Rick Todd
Rick Todd
Mark Todize
Mike Tolan
Frank Tomko
Joan Tripiano
Pete Tucci
Susan E. Turner
Landra Upchurch
jim Valentine
Donna L. Vendetti
Earnest Vereen
Patricia Vernon
Mienard Viray
Michael Walds
Alphonso Walker
Robert Wallace
Pam Walsh
John Walton
Mike Ward
Sam Ward
Sharon Ward
171
172
Frank Washington
Melinda Webb
Herman Webster
Caren Wentz
Cindy West
Robert West
Bryan Webster
Joy Whisnant
Bill Wiegand
Emily Wiley
Martha Wilhoit
oel Williams
Marty Williams
Thomas Williams
Donn Williamson
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Index of Donors
AFTER CLOW HAIRSTYLES
AVX . ..
BELK
BELL PONTIAC
BEN SATCHER FORD
C&S NATIONAL BANK
CAGNEY'S
CALHOUN'S RED & WHITE
CAMERON INTERNATIONAL
CAROLINA FURNITURE
CHANNEL 12
CHAPINCO
CINO'S
COAST MAGAZINE
COASTAL CAROLINA BOOKSTORE
COASTAL FEDERAL SAVINGS
COLLINS
CONWAY NATIONAL BANK
CRAFTS UNLIMITED
DIVINES SPORTS CENTER
DOCKSTREET BOOKS
FIRST CITIZENS BANK
FLOWER SHOP, THE
GROVE MANUFACTURING CO
HARRELSON SERVICE CENTER
HEILIG MEYERS FURNITURE CO
HODGES PIGGLY WIGGLY
HOLCOMBE MOTOR CO
HORRY COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
HORRY INSURANCE AGENCY
JERRY COX CO
JULIETTE FLOWERS
KELLEY'S PHOTO SUPPLY
LYNN '5 HALLMARK SHOP
MACRATH INSURANCE
MAXINE T. DAWES REALTY
MURRELLS INLET PHARMACY
MYRTLE BEACH FARMS
NORTHSIDE PHARMACY
NYE'S
OCEAN DUNES MOTOR INN
OLIVER'S DISTRIBUTING CO.— STROH'S
PEOPLE SAVINGS & LOAN
POWERS FLORIST
ROSES
SAM'S CORNER
STEVENS CORP ...
SUN PUBLISHING CO
TAD'S
TAYLOR PUBLISHING
VILLAGE INN PIZZA PARLOR
W. F. COX
WKZQ .
WTGR :
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CONWAY'S OLDEST AND LEADING
DEPARTMENT STORE WITH CURRENT
AND NEW IDEAS TO BETTER
SERVE YOU
Conway
248-2227
Myrtle Beach
448-6051
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COLLINS CO.
Coastal Mall
Conway, S.C.
D. A. Harrelson, Jr.
Owner
HARRELSON SERVICE CENTER
3116 Main Street
Loris, South Carolina
Office: 357-3039
Home: 756-6845
1 83
DIVISION OFAVX CORPORATION
WITH FACILITIES
IN
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C.
OLEAN, N.Y.
DIVINES
SPORTS CENTER
Clothing and Sport Equipment
2204 N. King Hwy.
»
| Myrtle Beach, S.C.
John S. Divine Jr.
(803) 448-3334
ROCK 102
357 3514
357-3544
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HORRY
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC.
Phone 357-6141
P.O. Box 248
Loris, South Carolina 29569
Ralph Hammond Donnie Hammond
LORIS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY, INC.
Box 548
Highway 701 North
Loris, S.C. 29569
(803) 756-4071
SAM'S CORNER FOOT LONG-
ARCADE -BEACH SHOP «*^Z^*
EACH SHOP • • RESTAURANT . . ARCADE
"}
Best Food & Amusement on the Strand
ICjwner of
Atlantic Avenue & Ocean Blvd.
MAXINE T.DAWES
Real Estate Broker REALTOR*
Q
Office: 357-8569
Res.: 357-3638
3987 Main St.
Loris, S.C. 29569
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Six Locations to Serve You.
Offices:
501 Main Street, Conway, S.C. 29526
1701 Highmarket Street, Georgetown, S.C. 29440
4242 Main Street, Loris, S.C. 29569
17th Avenue North and Oak Street, Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
U.S. Highway 17 South, North Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29582
U.S. Highway 17 South, Surfside Beach, S.C. 29577
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Conway, S.C. 29526
248-4027
Compliments of
CAROLINA FURNITURE
COMPANY
Complete Home Furnishing
for 32 Years
Loris, S.C.
CHANNEL 1 2 Serving the Grand Stand
a ;;.•:'-/!
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For a Different/View
1907 Oak Street, Myrtle Beach, S.C. 2|577
A Division of Focal Point, Inc.
4129 Main St
Loris, S.C.
357-
l4aiASbyfk&
Phone: 357-3314
iJ-^ovjzx ^3Lo%i±t line.
4814 Main Street
Loris, S.C. 29569
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Company
fI(£0.C II *f G> 4. 01 &
MYRTLE BEACH FARMS
COMPANY
613 Maple Street
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Phone
448-5123
or 448-4843
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SHOPPING CENTER
^g;.gi«»«««tfft
CHAPIN CO.
740 E. Main St.
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
— Phone—
448-6955
Free Parking— Free Delivery
19)
MURRELLS INLET
PHARMACY
Next to Cannon's Food Store
U.S. Highway 17 South
Phone— 651-7300
Coastal Mall
Hwy. 501 and 16th Ave.
Conway, S.C.
crafts unlimited
Hk'« 1
1604 N.Kings Hwy.
Myrtle Beach, S.C, Phone 448-4402
a • Located in Myi
,--i 448
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CINO'S ROOST
Eunice Graham, Manager
Books— Art Supplies— Gifts
400— 11th Avenue North, Myrtle Beach
448-3014
Dock Sheet
CHARLES HODGE'S
4307 Broad Street
Loris, South Carolina
'Remember the Good Times With
Pictures"
924 No. King's Hwy., Myrtle Beach,
448-5533
1520AM
WTGR
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
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Till?
CITIZENS
AND
SOUTHERN
NATIONAL
BANK
OF
SOUTH CAROLINA
424 Main
Conway, South Carolina
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'When You Care Enough To Send The Very Best"
lynrts
shop
Myrtle Sq. Mall • Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
Phone (803) 448-4841
we're here on
197
Coastal Federal Savings
and Loan
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
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Bell Pontiac GMC, Inc.
3840 Main Street
Loris, S.C. 29569
Telephone 802 357-61 I I
'H&^-Mey&iA
I300 4TH AVENUE
Conway, S. C 29526
Juliettes, Inc.
P.O. Box 42
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
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The DAWES COMPANY
3987-A Main Street
Loris, South Carolina 29569
357-8569
Maxine T. Dawes
Real Estate Broker
m
REALTOR'
Calhoun's Red &
White
706 Main Street
Conway, S.C.
Mu i OR.
HOLCOMBE MOTORS
Hwy. 501
200
taulor
Publishing Co.
Congratulations!
SUN
PUBLISHING
COMPANY,
INC.
Hwy. 317 By-Pass
Tin; Sun tli^ias
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
the Field and Herald (*^>m\
Conway, S.C. %**• B*oen AFB - $.C
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Stevens Corp.
Stevens Corp.
Stevens Corp.
Beer and Wine Wholesaler
P.O. Box 894
Ninth Avenue and Broadway
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
Stevens Corp.
Stevens Corp.
Stevens Corp.
202
Pose With a
Oliver's Distributing Co.
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
203
Dedication: Maude and
This 1978-79 edition of the ATHE-
NEUM is lovingly dedicated to the
long-time and most appreciated
friends of Coastal Carolina College,
Mr. and Mrs. William Anthony Kim-
bel.
William Anthony Kimbel was born
in New York City on January 5, 1888.
He received a Bachelor of Science
degree from Columbia University in
1909, serving as his senior class presi-
dent.
Eventually he became president of
A. Kimbel & Son, an architectural and
decorative firm founded in 1852 and
listed as one of the leading contrac-
tors and manufacturers in New York
City. Kimbel served as president of
this successful enterprise from 1922
to 1941 when he and Mrs. Kimbel
moved to South Carolina, settling at
Wachesaw Plantation in Murrells
Inlet.
Mrs. Kimbel signs her donation for the Wheel-
wright Auditorium.
•WHEELWRIGHT AUDIT O K I U M
RIDDLE A N D WILKES ARC HITKCTS I '
iam Anthony Kimbel
Kimbel is listed in Who's Who in
America. A former businessman and
owner and operator of the Myrtle
Beach News and the largest single
benefactor of Coastal Carolina Col-
lege, William Kimbel was given an
honorary Doctor of Humanities
degree at graduation in May 1978.
Kimbel has served as an advisor to
the United Nations Economic, Scien-
tific, and Cultural Organization; as a
U.S. representative to the Economics
Commission for Europe in 1954-55;
and was appointed an advisor to the
U.S. delegation at conferences on
educational, social and cultural
organizations in Geneva, Switzer-
land. In 1965 he was appointed by the
governor of South Carolina to the
Advisory Commission on Higher Edu-
cation.
Since the establishment of the
Coastal Carolina campus of USC,
Kimbel has given unstintingly of his
time and resources to advance the
development of the institution.
Dr. and Mrs. Kimbel, our hats are
off to you.
Chancellor Singleton presents Mr. and Mrs. Kimbel the 197b edition of the
ATHENEUM, as Mrs. Allen looks on.
Mr. and Mrs. Kimbel's dog is named Benji

In Retrospect
From chaos to precision (or near
precision) the 1978-1979 ATHENEUM
was finally finished at 12:15, midnight
January 19, (fifteen minutes after the
projected deadline.)
In the havoc of delayed colored
pictures, moving offices (twice I
might add), and trapped in the Col-
lege Center in minutes of darkness
the ATHENEUM still prevailed.
The production of the ATHENEUM
didn't just happen. The creative
rninrlc r\i 1A u/rtrLino individuate nut
this book together. In the photogra-
phy area I would like to thank Al,
Charlie and Elma for all those pre-
cious unpaid hours spent in the dark
room. In the organization section, I
would like to thank Wendy, Pam and
Anglea for all those neat 12 pt. rules.
In the features section I would like to
thank Ted for spending literally 20
hours counting characters and laying
out "1978 In Review". Thanks goes to
Maria for laying out the Parties for
which she knows all about. Thank
you Connie for doing quad pak after
quad pak. And to Trish thank you for
doing the left overs. In the academic
section I'd like to thank Lapheal and
Vanessa. The classes were superbly
Hahd Kv Fran Tr% mi/ KuciriACC man-
ager, Kim, I appreciate the lessons in
math; I thought we were in the red all
that time.
Many others have contributed to
the ATHENEUM which include John,
Bill and Ester from the Media Center
and Mary Jean Baxley for all her
numerous negatives and stories.
Recognition must also be given to
Chris McNeil for writing all those D-
900 forms in lieu of being Dr. Squat's
secretary. Thank you Dr. Squat for
letting us borrow such a super per-
son. Thank you Al Poston for letting
us use the oval office when they
moved us out.
To the security guards, Mr. Causey
and Mr. Overcash, thanks for letting
me in and out of the building at those
late hours. (Mr. Overcash I will watch
the speed limit.)
To the art department thank you
for excepting my excile. I'll be back!
Much gratitude must be given to
Whit Cline who has helped us out in
binds such as delayed color pictures
and high contracts.
There is one person that will never
Johnson. Scott has been more than
just an adviser, he has also been a
confidant. When in the frustration of
meeting those horrible deadlines,
Scott was always there to help out
and understand. Scott you're WON-
DERFUL!
Finally, I wish to express a personal
and special thanks to Tim who has
helped us out by writing copy when
deadlines hit. Thank you Tim also for
your patience, love and support
when I needed it most.
The 1978-1979 ATHENEUM is a
book about you, the people, the
"Clay" of Coastal Carolina. We have
tried to put all of your memories of
Coastal on paper; which is some-
II
Hopefully we have succeeded in
bringing back some of those memo-
ries.
1978-1979 has been a SUPER year
and only you will know if we made it
one you'll remember!
%**^p»^/
The 1978-1979 ATHENEUM was printed and
las, Texas. Offset lithography is used through-
out the book. The paper is 80-pound Saxmark
COVER AND ENDSHEETS: The cover is 160 pt.
binder board with an ivory colored Fabricord
material having a leather grain. The photo-
graph was done by Russell Fowler. After being
posterized, the photograph and the Formatt
letters. "ANTHENEUM 1978-1979", were then
embossed with one applied color, chocolate
brown. The endsheets were printed using 65-
pound paper with two applied colors — choc-
rgojtfe.brown and fawiij^^V^^S^^SS
DIVISION PACES: Division pages were done
using 100% black background with 12 and 1 pt.
tool lines — Formatt Circuit Double for head-
ings.
PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS: Photo on pages 2
and 3 was a black and white print with a pos-
terization effect using two applied process col-
ors; red and yellow. Photos on pages 12 and 13
were done using a posterization effect and
applied process colors yellow and blue. All
color photography between pages 1-16 were
actual C-Type prints.
HEADINGS AND TYPE. Heading and Organi-
zation kickers were done in 14 pt., 18 pt., 24 pt.,
30 pt., 36 pt., 48 pt., 62 pt. and 72 pt. Optima
(OB), Formatt, Circuit Double, Circuit Peignot,
Dandy, and Hobo were used through out the
book. In the ad section Bodoni, Melior, Helve-
tica, Catalina Script, Park Ave., Impact, Times
Roman, Futura and Palatino were also used.
Copy type is in 6 pt., 8 pt., 10 pt. and 12 pt.
Optima.
PHOTOGRAPHY: Most of the photography
was done by students on the staff including Al
208
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